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ABSTRACT 

Security is a major issue in the current era. 

An objective of this paper is a review about 

what are the security issues and algorithms 

used for WSN security. In this paper we will 

discuss the overview of various types of 

security methodsused for protecting data 

from the malicious attacks in WSN. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is an important paradigm for 

data security. Basically security in wireless 

sensor network is broadly classified into two 

type’s namely operational security and 

informational security.  In security we have 

to ensure an integrity, confidentiality and 

authenticity. A cryptography model is a 

common approach to apply for a security. If 

the encryption keys are properly 

managedthen data will be securely 

transmitted and it will be safe [3]. The 

symmetric key (i.e. secret key) and 

asymmetric key (i.e. public key) are the two 

types of keys used for encryption. 

Symmetric -key algorithms (e.g. AES, DES, 

RC3, RC4) are used for various applications. 

Asymmetric-key algorithms (RSA, DSS, 

Rabin)performs exponential operations over 

a finite field and they are1000 times 

stagnant than the symmetric key algorithms. 

A symmetric key is foremost way to 

safeguard the data in a faster processing 

time. A symmetric cryptographic method for 

data security is a solution have either 

centralized dynamic or static shared key [8]. 

An asymmetric key broadly classified as 

private key and public key. 

1.1 TYPES OF CRYPTOGRAPHY 

Some of the basic terms used in 

cryptography: encryption, decryption and 

key. An encryption means an action used for 

locking an information via cryptography. A 

decryption is a process of unlocking an 

information via cryptography. Finally keys 

means, like a password used for both 

encryption and decryption [2].    

There are some essential cryptographic 

types namely  

 Symmetric cipher 

 Public Key Cryptography 

 One Time Pad 

A symmetric cipher is a like a symmetric 

key, both ends (encrypt and decrypt) use a 

same key. In public key cryptography they 

use key pair (consists of encrypt key and 

matching key), one of the key must be 

private and other one is public key (known 

by outside environment).  In one time pad, a 

chunk of random number is used at both 

sender and receiver [9]. These random 

numbers are called pad. The pad is 

destroyed when it is used. 

2.SECURITY TECHNIQUES FOR 

WSN 

The technique used for an encryption will 

improve security between ends and protect 
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data from unauthorized users. Some of the 

WSN security techniques using encryption 

are given below 

2.1 Enhance DES algorithm 

Priyanka K. Babar, Vishal P. Bhope[1] has 

proposed the new enhance DES algorithm 

for WSN.  

2.1.1 DES Algorithm Summary 

In DES algorithm, 16 rounds of operation is 

performed for key length 64 bit. To 

implementing DES needs basically four 

operations namely XOR, shift, LUT (Look 

Up Table) and permutation. The process is 

start with 64 bit input data initial permuted 

by IP (Initial Permutation) and its breach 

into two identical parts like R0 (right half) 

and L0 (left half). Therefore each one have 

32 bit of length. First round’s right half will 

be the left partin the next round. Next round 

right half is achieved by expansion function 

(i.e. expanding 32 bits into 48 bits).There 

are some operations like permutation, 

substitution, expansion and XOR operation 

with 48-bit key.  

The authors proposed some new techniques 

for enhancement of DES like linear 

feedback shift register and 2’s complement. 

2.1.2 Linear Feedback Shift Register 

LFSR is a great stream generator. It contains 

a linear feedback and shift register method, a 

shift register have M flip flop sequence BM 

to BM-1,B0,B1,B2,….,BM-1 are a linear 

function present in BM. Based on an input 

and output LFSR is classified. In this 

function used for generating a sequence of 

keys. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1Block diagram of linear feedback shift 

register 

2.1.3 2’s Complement 

To generating more combination keys, an 

equation is 

2’s Complement = 1’s Complement + 1 

1’s Complement = (2^n) – N 

By using this algorithm against the brute-

force attack that makes the system effective 

and also it attains high speed and reduce 

logical complexity.  

2.2 Bilinear Mapping Function 

Shyamala Ramachandran, ValliShanmugam 

[5] has discuss about the bilinear mapping 

function for WSN. An username and 

password is mandatory to access the base 

station. A user public key(γ)  was calculated 

when login credential is verified by 

terminal. The process in the terminal, selects 

an number randomlyc εZ p ∗and measureγ= 

H(h( γj ), λj ) + c ∗Gand send { γj ,T 4 ,H( λj ,T 4 

)}to base station.The base station verifies e( 

γj ,T 4 ) = e(H( λj ,T 4 ),T 4 ).If it is identical, 

the BS certify the user and sends the 

solicited data from database server usingH( 

λj )and sends data in an encrypted form. 

Using the user private key, user checks the 

BS and decrypts the data. If a sensor needs 

BM-1 

LINEAR FEEDBACK FUNCTION 

BM= f (B0, B1 , ………., BM-1) 

B1 B0 B0 

BM 

Clock 

OUTPUT 
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to interact with sensed information(M) then, 

it send M = ( αi ,T 5 ,E(M),μi ) and E(M) = 

H(μi ,T 5 ,M,(r i∗G) x ).After getting the 

message Group Leader checks T5 and 

compute αiand the equality is verified e( αi 

,T 6) = e(M,T 6). Then its aggregate the 

decrypted message and sends the 

accumulated data (M’) to the Gateway Node 

(GWN). The computation of Gateway Node: 

αj = (a ∗H(a, αj ) + H(μj ) + H(T 6 ), M’’ = ( 

αj , γj ,T 7 ,E(D),μj ) and E(D) = H(μi ,T 8 

,D,(b ∗G) X ). The aggregated data is 

decrypt when gateway node authorize T8and 

validates the group leader. Along with the 

sensor identification, the aggregated data 

encrypted and hoard in the GWN database 

and also it have a copy in the BS. For 

signing phase, a pairing operation e(P,P) 

have pre-computed, one point addition, a 

exponentiation in GTand finally a two scalar 

multiplication in G. For a verification phase 

needs a Map-to-Point hash operation, an 

exponentiation in GTand two pairing 

operation.Using this method, a better 

performance is obtained. And also it resists 

man-in-middle, phishing and fault attack in 

wireless sensor networks. 

 

2.3 Order Encryption Mechanism 

Yao-Tung Tsou , Chun-Shien Lu,Sy-Yen 

Kuo [3] has proposed an order encryption 

mechanism for WSN [6]. OEM contains two 

phases namely order mapping and data 

encryption. In order mapping phase, plain 

text  sensed by a sensor node with 

each one have n bits are mapped to a range 

selected from a period [lb, ub]. The network 

owner is going to decide the length of the 

interval based on the sensitive data. In an 

encryption phase contains a finite-state 

machine and an n-bit initialization vector 

(IV) to surety the semantic security. 

An IV and kρis used for block cipher 

encryption to generate KSρwith equal size in 

the plain text. For same plain text, that 

generates different cipher text. An input for 

an encryption IV adopt a non-repeating 

counter. 

 

 

 

 

 

…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Encryption of Sensitive Data 

 

For collecting an encrypted sensitive plain 

text each d ρi(1 ≤i≤β, 1 ≤ρ≤γ)is XORed with 

KSρ(keystream). The resulting bit is 

permuted for developing security to get the 

encrypted plain text. For permutation the 

following was needed E nc k 1 (d 1 1 ) | E nck 

1 (d 1 2 ) | . . . | E nck γ(d γβ) , f where | 

represent concatenation operation. An 

advantage of using this algorithm prevents 

valuable information gained by an attackers 

that stored on the nodes and verifies querists 
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privileges efficiently without getting their 

identities. 

2.4 Homomorphic Re-Encryption 

Schema (HRES) 

Wenxiu Ding, Zheng Yan, Robert H. Deng 

[4] has proposed improvement in an 

homomorphic schema in WSN. An additive 

homomorphic encryption have paillier’s 

cryptosystemplace a major role in an 

encryption. The additive homomorphic 

encryption must satisfies the following  

 

sk : secret key 

Dsk() : homomorphic decryption algorithm 

[mi]pk: N encrypted data using a same key 

The original data is encrypted via two 

servers key (PK) rather than pki. In a first 

phase of re-encryption, DSP initiates this 

algorithm by select a public computation 

identifier CID;Computeh1= H((pkj)
s 

k
DSP||CID). In a second phase of re-

encryption, after receiving the data packets 

[mi]
+
h2=H((pkj)

s k
ACS||CID). This makes the 

system secure, efficient and effective in 

terms of big data processing. 

2.5 Multivariate Cryptographic 

Schema 

Pradheepkumar Singaravelu, Shekhar 

Verma [7] has proposed various multivariate 

cryptographic schema for Wireless Sensor 

Networks. 

 

 

2.5.1 Matsumoto and Imai Schema 

Multivariate cryptosystem contain public 

and private key. Private key generates 

signatures and public key is used for 

verification. A private key includes 

transformation like S, P’and T where P’ is 

private transformation. The advantage of 

this method is signing private keys and 

decryption process are efficient for a tiny 

devices. And also it makes an encryption 

process is faster than schema like RSA it 

may work for larger integers. 

2.5.2 Internal Perturbation of the MI 

schema 

To solve a linearization equation in a 

multivariate cryptosystem, an internal 

perturbation method is used. The parameter 

used for this method is a small integer r. 

There are two characteristic used in this 

multivariate process they are finite field k 

and cardinality q.  

2.6 EDAK Authentication 

algorithm 

Samir Athmani, AzzedineBilami, 

DjallelEddineBoubiche[10] has proposed 

various authentication algorithm for WSN. 

This authentication algorithm is quite easier 

and doesn’t require any additional control 

packet exchange. And also it is suitable for a 

limited resources sensor nodes. 

 

 

2.6.1 Linear Authentication Code 

(LCodeAuth) 

This method is used for authenticated packet 

exchange between LSN and HSN and 

between LSNs. 

LCodeAuth = DATAdif || 

(DMKi,2⊕DMKi,3 ⊕……⊕DMKi,33) 

 

 

2.6.2 Orthogonal Authentication Code 

(OCodeAuth) 
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The communication between HSN nodes 

based on ODK key doctrine. The following 

formula is for calculating OCodeAuth 

OCodeAuth = DATAdif || 

(DMK0,j⊕DMK1,j ⊕ 

……⊕DMKNbr_HSN,j) 

 

2.6.3 Diagonal Authentication Code 

(DCodeAuth) 

Here the HSN nodes and the base station 

communication is affected by various 

attacks hence it requires prominent security. 

For an efficient security authentication 

schema DDK key approach is used. 

DCodeAuth = DATAdif || 

(DMK0,2⊕DMK1,3 ⊕……⊕DMKp-2,p) 

 

2.7 Cryptographic Tools 
Omar Rafik Merad Boudia, Sidi Mohammed 

Senouci and Mohammed Feham[11] has 

proposed the following cryptographic tools. 
2.7.1 Homomorphic Encryption (HE) 

An encryption algorithm need to be satisfy 

the following function if there are 

homomorphic D(E(x)ΔE(y)) = D(E(xΔy)) . 

Based on the encryption features the 

operation Δ represent multiplication or 

addition or both.Fully Homomorphic 

Encryption (FHE) means the HE support 

any operation on cipher texts here time 

complexity is high. Another one is Partially 

HomomorphicEncryption (PHE), encryption 

pattern have homomorphic equity with 

respect to one function. 

2.7.2 Hash-based Message Authentication 

Code (HMAC)  

This mechanism is used for checking source 

authentication and data integrity, implicate 

with cryptographic hash operations. Based 

on hash function properties the HMAC 

cryptographic strength is depends. 

2.7.3 Pseudo Random Function (PRF) 

In a PRF, two inputs are given K and m, 

where m is a variable and K is a hidden 

secret key and it also an active deterministic 

function. But the output was 

computationally identical from actual 

random output.HMAC is broadly treated as 

PRF. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The security will depends on their secret key 

which they use.In this paper we have 

discussed the different types of encryption 

algorithm used for securing the data from an 

unauthorized user in WSN. They will make 

the system more efficient and also protect 

the data. These Algorithms provide a way to  

resist an attacks in wireless sensor networks 

and increase the performance. By using 

these algorithms integrity, confidentiality 

and authenticity is preserved. 
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